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【Bellsalle Akihabara】 

Cryptmall ou, the operator of "cryptomall", the social 

contribution-type shopping mall dedicated to cryptocurrency, is 

exhibiting at “Future of Blockchain ~Fascinating future 

blockchain will bring~”.  
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Cryptmall ou, the operator of "cryptomall", the social contribution-type shopping mall 

dedicated to cryptocurrency, is exhibiting at  “Future of Blockchain～Fascinating 

future blockchain will bring～” hosted by Blockchain Partners on Saturday, July 20th, 

2019.    
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1.  About “Future of Blockchain ~Fascinating future 

blockchain will bring~”  

 

（1） Overview 

 

◆Title 

“Future of Blockchain～Fascinating future blockchain will bring～” 

 

◆Schedule 

Saturday, July 20th, 2019 

14:00～20：55 

 

◆ Site 

B1 Hall at Bellsalle Akihabara 

 

◆Organizer 

Future of Blockchain Partners 

 

◆ Official Web site 

https://www.c2pt.info/ 

 

◆ Ticket Sales site 

https://jbc0720fob2.peatix.com/ 

 

 

 

（2） The purpose of the conference 

 

Focusing on the future of the blockchain industry that are changing at a rapid pace and 

finding a vision in the future, then the leading-edge products in the industry will participate 

in.    

 

You can feel familiar to the blockchain and realize its future and potential in this conference. 

https://jbc0720fob2.peatix.com/
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In fact, this conference is the closest to the social implementation.   

 

 

 

（3） About exhibition 

 

In addition to world largest products "Cryptomall" in cryptocurrency dedicated shopping mall 

industry, we will provide a concrete mechanism where "fake” and “imitated products" cannot 

be sold and will not be sold at all by utilizing the blockchain technology and the novelty. 

 

 

 

 

2. About "cryptomall", the social contribution-type, 

cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall 

 

What is "cryptomall"? 

 

"cryptomall" is a "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated shopping mall that 

handles over 1 million items. Utilizing the blockchain technology, we are constructing a 

shopping mall platform where fake products cannot be sold and will not be sold at all. 

 

Click here to access "cryptomall", the "social contribution-type, cryptocurrency-dedicated 

shopping mall. 

https://crypto-mall.org 
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Inquiry 

◇ Inquiry form 

https://crypto-mall.org/contact 

 

◇ Inquiry by email: 

support@crypto-mall.org 

 

◇ Operating site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/ 

https://ieo.crypto-mall.org/ 

 

◇ To cryptocurrency issuers and those who can introduce cryptocurrency issuers:  

Please access the following site: 

https://crypto-mall.org/user_data/alliance 

 

※ With regard to business alliances, we will make decisions based on careful 

examinations. Please note that there may be cases we decline the alliance depending 

on examination results. 
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